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1.  PERLATOURS



We have everything 
ready to offer your 
services to tour 
operators, travel 
agencies and 
travellers from all 
over the world. 
This way your services 
are available right 
when they need it...



“Mediterranean touch”
n.m. adj.
Warm, smiling, transparent, easy to handle, honest, meticulous 
and hardworking.

This is how the Perlatours team works. 

More than 20 years of experience have resulted on the 
setting of a dedicated, specialized and committed team of 
professionals.

We know the Mediterranean, for real. We love the coast, very 
much. We are from the destinations, from all spots and we 
want the best for it and for your business.
We provide you support to find which channels are the most 
suitable for you to obtain the best profitability. We offer a 
selective distribution, you decide where you want to show 
your product and we always respect your decision.

Helping you to grow is our greatest success.
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We connect your services to the international market 
through our innovative and technological system. We 
help you to reach customers from all over the world.

.1
You choose which market segment you want to be inserted 
according to your range of services and we work to make it 
possible.

.2
We take into account the positioning of each hotel thanks to a 
fluid, empathetic and transparent communication at all times. We are 
committed that your product appears wherever you want.

.3

Off-season: We have a large number of customers looking for products out of season, 
offering you the opportunity to increase profitability in the off-season..5

We are selective with your product, allowing us to ensure that the positioning is 
correct at all times..4

Facilitamos la posibilidad de realizar acciones de promoción de tu producto con nuestros 
clientes gracias a la estrecha relación que mantenemos con ellos..6



We offer the option of proposing specific agreements with economic 
commitments. We capture your potential customers to your business with 
Workshops, farm trips and/or joint visits, offering them exclusive experiences so 
that they enjoy the essence of the places and services and be always present.

.9

A clean and concise technological platform available to our customers with a free 
technical service that provides your product in an agile and easy way..8

Great professionals who feel, live and believe in the 
Mediterranean coast..12

Serious and transparent agreements with good conditions 
for both parties, with the premise of compliance with all 
payment agreements.

.11

We facilitate the possibility of carrying out actions to promote your 
product with our customers, thanks to the close relationship we have 
with them.

.10

Possibility of Combined Rates: we give you the option to be a part of a package with great 
sales potential, with special conditions, previously agreed upon..7
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Those who know us say…

“Trabajamos con Perlatours desde 
hace años. Nos gusta su flexibilidad, 
trato personalizado, cercanía, 
con toma de decisiones rápidas y 
dinámicas.
Es un equipo profesional con alto 
conocimiento de los destinos y los 
clientes.Tecnológicamente hablando 
están a la altura de los más grandes 
del sector”

“At Guitart Hotels, we 
like to work with Perla 
Tours, as they bring us 
an interesting quantity of 
clients. 
Is a very dynamic and 
professional agency that 
bring us a completly 
trust. Also they have a big 
potential of business”

“Perla Tours, they are 
one of our best partners, 
as they bring us markets 
that we don’t have 
before, also they are very 
professionals. Efficiency 
with the payments and a 
team that is easy to work 
and very flexible.”

“A Perla Tours é um 
parceiro de excelência dos 
Hotéis Amzónia desde há 
vários anos, e desde há 
vários anos que gostamos 
imenso de trabalhar 
com eles. Esperamos que 
esta próspera parceria 
continue por muito mais 
tempo”

Jorge A. Marín Visa Xavi Alonso Daphne Schavemaker Carlos Spínola

/ H-TOP Hotels / / Guitart hotels / / Monarque hotels / / Amazonia hotels /



2.  SERVICES, DESTINATIONS AND EXPERIENCES



We offer customized services, online and offline, always 
aiming a close and honest treatment, and having as 
premise the trust and complicity with our clients. 

We would not know how to do it in differently.

SERVICES.



We organize customized trips for 
groups, on leisure or business (MICE), 
offering impeccable stays in our 
careful selection of specialized hotels.

Hotels.

Groups.
Packages.
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Transfers.

Excursions.

Perfect conditions in 
3 and 4 star hotels, 
within the top spots 
of the Mediterranean 
coast and in the main 
tourist destinations in 
Europe.

Attractive proposals under 
amazing conditions for all 
types of public, up to date and 
designed for holidays, so that 
everything runs perfectly.

We can create customized 
circuits on request, in order 
to offer special experiences 
that include transfers, guide, 
excursions, restaurants and 
hosting.

Every detail counts to meet the high 
expectations of your client. Having 
an excellent transfer service seems 
fundamental to us.

We take care of your 
clients so they can enjoy 
their trip to the fullest, 
by offering them tickets, 
half-day or full-day 
tours, guide services in 
destination...everything 
they need to experience 
the perfect vacation.



In Perla Tours we select the best of each vacation 
spot: Mediterranean Coast, Islands, historic cities 
and places of overwhelming nature.

We would not know how to do it in differently..

Destinations.



Costa dorada.

Costa brava.
Taste fresh fish in front of the sea, sail on a 
sailboat and live an authentic experience on the 
best hotels in one of the most enchanting areas 
of the Mediterranean area.

The chance of being in a place where rest 
and family vacations find the perfect balance, 
surrounded by a beauty place, full of contrasts.



Costa blanca.

Costa del sol.
Origin, tradition, nature and exclusive activities. 
Enjoy in first-hand the best of the Al Andalus 
culture immersed in an environment that 
engages you.

The unique character of its people, its 
gastronomy, its festivals and its mythical music 
festivals complete this coast of the southeast of 
Spain, with many places to explore.



Turkey.

Islands.
Walking barefoot on the beach sand, smell 
the good gastronomy, see how the sun peeks 
through the window of your room...The peace of 
mind resides in the islands of the Mediterranean.

Historical treasures, idyllic beaches, tradition 
and modernity all contrasted...Standing between 
Europe and Asia, Turkey inspires and surprises 
even the most demanding travellers.



Andorra. Holiday 
getaways.

Cities.
Each one of the Europe 
capitals captivates by its 
history, its street life and 
its flawless services. And 
even if you repeat the 
experience, it’s never 
the same and it’s always 
better.

Snow sports, mountain 
routes, a great and 
interesting commercial 
structure, the best spas 
and wellness areas in 
Europe and, if that were 
not enough, located in 
the heart of the Pyrenees.

Amazing services to 
provide landmark 
experiences. Authentic 
places and genuine 
people, eager to share 
their surroundings and 
traditions.



We provide services 100% adapted to the 
specific needs of each tourist.

Experiencies.

We would not know how to do it in differently.



Family 
by

Wellness
by

Gastronomia 
by

Luxury  by

Mediterranean is 
synonymous with amazing 
cuisine. Each region stands 
out for its specialty and all 
of them have in common 
the basis of a diet that 
is the cultural heritage 
of humanity. We create 
gastronomic experiences 
for your clients proposed to 
delight them.

Customized experiences for the most demanding tastes. 
Luxury accommodations, star restaurants, customized 
services, tours and exclusive activities...Always fulfilling all the 
requirements for a high standing stay.

We design experiences all 
designed for families. With 
plans designed for children 
and adults, tickets to theme 
parks, activities and different 
excursions and stays in 
accommodations that combine 
rest with time with children.

Disconnect, take care of 
yourself, unique moments for 
inner peace, let yourself be 
pampered...If this is what your 
clients need, we create the ideal 
experience combining the best 
conditions in spa hotels with an 
excellent wellness services.



Adventure 
by
Hiking, climbing, rafting, 
bungee jumping, ravines, zip 
line and more customized 
mountain activities in 
emblematic spaces 
for those into the active 
tourism! We combine 
your adrenaline moments 
with stays in the best 
accommodations.

Para tus clientes 
amantes de las zonas 
rurales, preparamos 
escapadas a 
encantadores rincones 
en plena naturaleza 
donde la desconexión 
y el contacto con 
las tradiciones más 
auténticas protagonizan 
sus días de vacaciones.

Wines 
by

Mediterranean waters and rivers that feed it provide endless possibilities 
for those seeking a nautical vacation experience: rowing, canoeing, 
surfing, windsurfing, kite surfing, fishing, sailing, water skiing, diving, 
snorkelling...Always at the hands of great guides and professionals.

Nautic sports  by Rural  by

For your clients who love rural areas, we provide 
getaways to enchanting places in the middle of 
nature, where the disconnection and the contact with 
the most authentic traditions lead your holidays.



3.  TECNOLOGY



Say goodbye to the 
waiting times, say hello 
to everything you are 
looking for with a single 
click. Say goodbye to 
uncertainty, say hello 
to a team who gives you 
free technical support at 
any time.



The Perla Tours team by your side to answer all 
your questions and/or suggestions.

All our services are 100% up-to-date with the 
latest features always available.



XML connection. The new perlatours XML connection aims to 
make things very easy for you. It is intuitive, 
concise, and fast and helps you to work 
efficiently.



B2B platform. Our B2B platforms were designed to make 
your job easier. All our products at your 
fingertips, in an intuitive and fast way.



4.  CONTACT INFORMATION



Feel free to 
contact us 
and check 
how we can 
help your 
business to 
grow.

Contract: Conectivity:  

Costumer service: Yield:  

eva.soriano@perlatours.com sergi.bove@perlatours.com

booking@perlatours.com

/ www.perlatours.com / 

marga.rovira@perlatours.com

+34 691 306 128 +34 93 767 20 90

+34 93 767 20 90 +34 93 767 20 90

http:/// www.perlatours.com / 

